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A B S T R A C T

When viscous fluids are involved, laminar hydraulic conditions and heat and mass transfer intensification

are conflicting phenomena. A channel geometry based on Split-And-Recombine (SAR) patterns is

experimentally investigated. The principle implements the Baker’s transformation and ‘chaotic’

structures are generated to promote heat and mass transfer. This work assesses the energy efficiency

of different heat exchanger/reactors integrating these SAR patterns.

The heat transfer capacity is assessed and compared with the energy consumption of each mock-up. It

is sensitive to the cooling mode and to the number of SAR patterns per length unit as well.

The continuous oxidation of sodium thiosulfate with hydrogen peroxide has been implemented.

Conversions up to 99% are reached according to the utility fluid temperature and the residence time.

Finally, the whole performances of the SAR geometries are compared to a plate-type heat exchanger/

reactor with a corrugated pattern. The more viscous the fluid, the more the energy efficiency of the SAR

design increases compared to the corrugated design because of the balance between advection and

diffusion mechanisms. The interest in terms of energy efficiency in working with SAR heat exchanger/

reactor appears from Reynolds numbers below 50.

      

1. Introduction

Among the technologies promoting process intensification

[1,2], heat-exchanger/reactor (HEX reactor) is a promising one [3].

This device combines the benefits of a large heat transfer

performance and a plug-flow regime allowing an intensive radial

mixing, as a result of the specific design of process channels [4–9].

These geometries generate instabilities even in laminar flow

regime (50 < Re < 2000). However most of the studies have been

carried out with inviscid fluids and the intensification of perform-

ances when the fluid viscosity increases comes at the expense of

pumping costs. Processes of food industry, intermediate chemistry

like silicones or polymers, . . . involve viscous fluids and a study,

carried out in the frame of the industrial network EUROPIC [10],

pointed out that heat and mass transfers in viscous media are one

of the main industrial concern. In the very laminar flow regime,

precluding turbulence as a mixing mechanism, mixing by diffusion

can be efficient provided that the contact area is sufficient. This can

be achieved with systems based on multi-lamination mechanism

and baker’s transformation [11,12]. These have been proposed

especially in the context of microfluidics [13–16]. In microfluidic

devices, the typical channel dimensions and flow rates are so low

that all flow is laminar (Re ! 0.1) and turbulence cannot be

achieved. Diffusion is also too slow to be effective requiring too

long channel lengths. The implementation of viscous fluid streams

in HEX reactor and the typical millimetre dimensions of the

channel cross-section lead to similar conclusions. However, by

applying a series of Baker’s transformations in dedicated three-

dimensional mixing elements, named Split-And-Recombine (SAR)

patterns, the required channel length can be reduced exponentially

with the number of mixing patterns. The involved separation/

stacking mechanisms lie on the Baker’s transformation principle.

Two fluid streams are combined, split out-of-plane, rotated in

opposite directions and recombined as illustrated with Fig. 1. Then,

a 2-strips domain becomes 2n alternating strips after n mixing

patterns.* Corresponding author.
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A very efficient mixing is achieved by diffusion and Schönfeld

et al. [13] even proposed as an outlook to use similar SAR structures

to improve heat transfer in mini heat exchangers. The influence of

chaotic advection on heat transfer has been numerically and

experimentally investigated [17–21]. Results in a single channel

are promising.

The interest of HEX reactors is the close control of the reaction

temperature. The very short characteristic lengths between both

the process and the utility streams are of paramount importance.

With three-dimensional SAR structures, characteristic dimensions

are quite different from ‘classical’ two-dimensional patterns

(plate-type HEX reactor) and heat transfer might be affected.

Thus to investigate the relevance of implementing SAR patterns

in a HEX reactor device, performance indicators besides mixing

have to be assessed. They account for heat transfer and energy

consumption. The objective is to promote heat and mass transfer

even in viscous conditions.

For that purpose, we experimentally characterized three

stainless steel mock-ups "assembled by diffusion bonding. Two

different flow patterns according to the number of SAR structures

are considered. Their designs come from [14,15].

For one of these geometries, two cooling systems have been

investigated, external cooling Plates "isothermal wall- and

integrated cooling tubes. For each mock-up, the 3 mm square

cross-section channels are around 3.5 m long. Then, a case study in

reactive conditions is implemented with the continuous oxidation

of sodium thiosulfate with hydrogen peroxide. Finally, the whole

performances of the SAR geometries have been compared with the

ones of a corrugated pattern plate-type heat exchanger/reactor [6].

2. Heat-exchanger reactor design and integration

2.1. SAR patterns

Three SAR patterns, based on the designs of [14,15] have been

considered. Fig. 2 depicts four patterns of each considered

geometry.

The square cross-sections of the channels are 3 # 3 mm2

corresponding to an equivalent hydraulic diameter of 3 mm. The

Reynolds number assessment is based on this hydraulic diameter

and on the fluid velocity at the inlet of the process channel, i.e.

upstream the first fluid stream separation. This reference is taken

since the inlet flowrate is a major process parameter for the

industrial application.

Two channel lengths can be defined in the SAR geometries. We

consider the developed length, Ldev and the total length, L. The

former corresponds to the distance travelled by a single fluid

particle between the inlet and the outlet of the HEX reactor.

Whereas the latter corresponds to the sum of every stream

branches, i.e. the total fluid volume divided by the cross section.

Patterns SAR-1 and SAR-2 are very similar. The difference stems

from the pattern dimension on the z-axis when fluid stream is

split. In comparison with SAR-2, the SAR-1 pattern is expanded to

allow the insertion of cross-flow cooling tubes (see Section 2.2).

SAR-3 pattern is less complex than SAR-1 and SAR-2 patterns. It

makes easier its manufacturing. It includes 3 bends per pattern

versus 6 bends per pattern in both SAR-1 and SAR-2 geometries.

2.2. HEX reactor integration and manufacturing

The three SAR geometries are integrated in respectively three

whole HEX reactor prototypes. To manufacture the HEX reactors,

the SAR channel is first divided in several layers which are then

transposed in corresponding plates as depicted in Fig. 3.

The HEX reactors are made of one process plate including

several rows of SAR patterns in series and sensor connections at

each end of the rows (see Fig. 4b).

The stratification step depicted in Fig. 3 is duplicated on the

plate to obtain the required number of rows (see Fig. 4a). Laser

machining is used and plates are then stacked into a container. The

assembling process is based on diffusion bonding (High

Nomenclature

A [m2] heat exchange area

Cp [J kg"1K"1] thermal capacity

dh [m] hydraulic diameter

Fp [kg h"1] process flowrate

Fu [kg h"1] utility flowrate

L [m] total length of the process channel

Ldev [m] developed length of the process channel
_ni [mol s"1] initial molar flowrate

Ploss [W] thermal loss

Pth [W] thermal power

Preaction [W] heat of reaction

Pe [-] peclet number (=Re Pr)

Pr [-] prandtl number

Re [-] reynolds number

T [K] temperature

u [m s"1] fluid velocity

U [W m"2 K"1] global heat transfer coefficient

V [m3] volume of fluid

Greek letters

DHr [kJ mol"1] enthalpy of reaction

DP [Pa] pressure drop

e [W m"3] energy dissipation rate

L [-] darcy coefficient

l [W m"1K"1] thermal conductivity

m [Pa s] viscosity

r [kg m"3] density

x [%] conversion rate

Fig. 1. Illustration of a 3D mixing pattern. Top: Cross-section illustrating the Baker’s

transformation after two iterations. Bottom: sketch of mixing actions after two

elements [11].

            



temperature Isostatic Pressing –HIP– assembling, [22]). The final

prototype is made of stainless steel.

Two cooling configurations have been considered. The first one

assumes isothermal wall temperature. The process plate (SAR-2

and SAR-3) is sandwiched between two cooling plates. The second

cooling configuration involves cross-flow cooling tubes directly

integrated through the SAR patterns (SAR-1). Fig. 5 illustrates SAR-

1 and SAR-3 integration.

The final prototypes are around 185 mm long and 90 mm width.

The geometrical characteristics are listed in Table 1.

2.3. Corrugated pattern

The performances of the previous SAR patterns are compared

with a classical 2D corrugated one which design is based on the one

studied by [5,6]. The manufacturing process of the 2D HEX reactor

is the same and the cooling system is based on isothermal walls

(with cooling plates). The square cross-section of the corrugated

channel is 2 # 4 mm2 and the hydraulic diameter is 2.67 mm. The

channel is 2.2 m long including 103 bends (90$) per length unit. The

corrugated channel is shown in Fig. 6.

3. Thermal and hydraulic investigations

To assess the HEX reactors performances, the studied Reynolds

number ranges from 0.1 to 10,000. Water and two solutions of

glycerol into water (70% w. and 90% w. of glycerol) are used.

3.1. Pressure drop

3.1.1. Experimental set-up and procedure

Pressure drops are measured with a differential pressure sensor

between the inlet and the outlet of the HEX reactors. To cover a

wide range of Reynolds number, distilled water, ethylene glycol

and two solutions of glycerol are used (70% w. and 90% w.). The

tests are implemented in isothermal conditions and the mean

physico-chemical properties of the fluids are listed in Table 2. Since

the temperature is measured during the pressure drop measure-

ments, both the viscosity and the density are assessed at the exact

test temperature.

From pressure drop measurements the Darcy coefficient, L, is

assessed according to the following expression:

L ¼
2 & DP & dh

r & Ldev & u2
ð1Þ

And the Reynolds number is defined as:

Re ¼
r & u & dh

m
ð2Þ

where Ldev is the developed length of the process channel, and u the

process fluid velocity. The SAR geometries are designed such as the

pressure drops in each fluid branch are equal. Moreover, since a

fluid particle flows successively through the inlet zone (flow

velocity, u), a split branch (flow velocity, u/2), a stream

Fig. 2. SAR patterns. The red dotted lines delimit one SAR pattern. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of

this article.)

Fig. 3. Stratification of the SAR-2 pattern for the manufacturing process.

Fig. 4. Manufacturing steps for SAR-2 prototype– (a) Plates laser-machining, (b) Stacking.

           



recombination zone (flow velocity, u), a split branch (flow velocity,

u/2), . . . We decided to consider the developed length to assess

the Darcy coefficient in the SAR geometries.

3.1.2. Results and discussion

Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the Darcy coefficient with the

Reynolds number in both the SAR and the corrugated channels.

No major discontinuity is observed between the glycerol 0.7w.

curve (Reynolds number from 5 to 90) and the glycerol 0.9w. one

(Reynolds number from 0.1 to 3). Whatever the geometry, a linear

sharp decrease is observed as for straight tubes (L)64/Re) in the

laminar flow regime. A weak decrease of the slope can be noticed

on Fig. 7 whereas Reynolds number is far below the classical flow

regime transition around Re = 2300 for straight channel. To

illustrate this low Reynolds number flow regime transition,

Fig. 8 shows the evolution of the Darcy coefficient in the SAR-1

channel on a wider Reynolds number range.

As observed in Fig. 7, the linear sharp decrease is measured for

Reynolds number ranging from 10 to around 100. Above 100, the

transitional zone seems to appear and finally a moderate slope is

observed for higher Reynolds numbers. These trends are similar to

straight channels except that the transitional zone in our geometry

is around Re = 100 rather than Re = 2300. Flow instabilities above

these Reynolds number may certainly promote turbulence-like

vortices. This is interesting to promote heat and mass transfer

intensification while working with low Reynolds numbers. Similar

trends have been observed by Theron et al. [6] in the corrugated

channel.

In the low Reynolds number zone, Fig. 7 shows discrepancies

between the SAR patterns. Losses in the SAR-3 geometry are higher

than in SAR-1 and SAR-2 geometries (up to x2). This may be due to

the number of patterns per developed length unit which is around

50% higher in SAR-3 than in SAR-1 and 2 (39.5 vs 25 patterns/Ldev).

The fluid undergoes a higher number of splitting and recombina-

tion which produces losses. Moreover, the ratio between the length

of the branches where the fluid flows with a velocity u/2 and the

Table 1

Geometrical characteristics of SAR HEX reactors.

SAR-1 SAR-2 SAR-3

Cooling configuration cross-flow cooling tubes Cooling plates (isothermal wall) Cooling plates (isothermal wall)

Cross-section (mm2) 3 # 3

Hydraulic diameter (mm) 3

Developed length, Ldev (m) 1.9 1.7 2.1

Total length, L (m) 3.4 2.8 3.4

Total volume (mL) 28.3 24.7 28.5

Number of rows in series 4 4 7

Number of patterns per row 12 12 12

Number of patterns per unit of developed length 25 29 39.5

Fig. 6. Photograph of the corrugated channel before HIP assembling.

Table 2

Physico-chemical properties of the fluids used for pressure drop measurements.

Fluid Density r (kg m"3) Viscosity m (Pa s) Flowrate Fp (kg h"1) Reynolds, Re

Water " Glycerol (70% weight glyc.) 1030 0.018 1.4–18.0 5.3–110.9

Water " Glycerol (90% weight glyc.) 1015 0.210 0.3–7.1 0.1–3.3

Water "Ethylene glycol (98% weight eth. Glyc.) 1110 0.010 1.0–27.5 9.0–316.0

Fig. 5. CAD views of SAR-1 (a and b) and SAR-3 (c) HEX reactors. (a) Zoom of the crossing between the cooling tubes and the SAR-1 channel. (b) The cross-flow cooling tubes in

SAR-1 HEX reactor are depicted in red.

            



developed length is lower in SAR-3 than in SAR-1 and 2. The

pressure drop is directly proportional to the square of the velocity

and this also generates additional losses in SAR-3 pattern.

The slight discrepancy between SAR-1 and SAR-2 curves might

be explained as well since SAR-1 geometry has been expanded

compared with SAR-2. This means that the length of one SAR-1

pattern is slightly higher than the one of the SAR-2 pattern, i.e. the

fluid undergoes a little bit less splitting and recombination per unit

of developed length (29 vs 25 patterns/Ldev).

Finally, the corrugated channel generates higher losses than

SAR geometries in the low Reynolds number range (Re < 100). The

chaotic structures seem to generate moderate losses compared to

the turbulent-like structures of the corrugated geometry.

3.2. Thermal characterization

3.2.1. Experimental set-up and procedure

The HEX reactors are equipped with temperature sensors to

characterize the temperature profiles versus the flow regime. The

temperature is measured between the inlet and outlet of each row

(see Figs. 4 and 5). Either a counter-current flow (SAR-2, SAR-3) or a

cross-flow (SAR-1, corrugated channel) pattern is implemented for

the cooling stream. The intermediate temperature probes are

required to locate the temperature pinch and to avoid under-

estimating the heat transfer capacity.

To characterize the thermal behaviour of the HEX reactors, a

heat transfer capacity, or thermal intensification factor, UA/V

(kW K"1m"3), is assessed. U is the global heat transfer coefficient

(W m"2K"1), A is the heat exchanger area (m2) and V is the volume

of fluid (m3).

In both the SAR patterns and the 2D corrugated geometry, the

heat exchange area can be defined according to various references.

It can represent the developed heat exchange area of the 4 faces of

the channel, or a projected area (i.e. assuming no heat transfer

limitations in the process plate material). The 3-dimensions

characteristic of the SAR structures add an extra level of

complexity and the results in terms of heat transfer coefficient

(and the resultant Nusselt number) depends on the chosen

reference. It may lead to interpretation mistakes when the HEX

reactors are compared.

Fig. 7. Darcy coefficient vs Reynolds number (glycerol 70% and glycerol 90% at 25 $C).

Fig. 8. Evolution of the Darcy coefficient vs Reynolds number in the SAR-1 channel (Water and ethylene glycol " 25 $C).



The thermal intensification factor is thus directly assessed from

temperature measurements and no heat exchange area reference is

required:

U & A ¼
Pth
DTml

ð3Þ

where Pth (W) is the exchanged power between the process fluid

and the cooling fluid:

Pth ¼ Fp:Cp: Tp;in " Tp;1
! "

ð4Þ

and DTml is the logarithmic mean temperature:

DTml ¼
Tp;in " Tu;out
! "

" Tp;1 " Tu;in
! "

ln
Tp;in " Tu;out
Tp;1 " Tu;in

# $ ð5Þ

Tp,in as well as Tu,in are the inlet temperatures of process and

cooling (also named utility) fluids respectively. Tp,1 is the

temperature measured at the first temperature sensor connection.

Tu,out is the outlet temperature of the utility stream.

3.2.2. Results and discussion

Fig. 9 displays the heat transfer capacity as a function of the

Reynolds number for the three SAR heat exchanger/reactors.

The behaviour of the three SAR geometries is clearly distinct.

The high ratio of splitting and recombination per unit of length of

SAR-3 geometry (+50% compared with SAR-1 and SAR-2 geome-

tries) seems clearly to favour heat transfer. Despite a small

difference between the number of pattern per unit of length in

SAR-1 and SAR-2 geometries, respectively 25 pattern/Ldev and 29

pattern/Ldev, an increase of the heat transfer capacity up to 30% is

measured in SAR-2 heat exchanger reactor. To integrate the 22

cooling tubes through the SAR-1 channel in a cross-flow

configuration, their diameter is limited (2 mm). Because of high

pressure drops, this limits the utility flowrate. The contribution of

the utility stream thermal resistance may be no longer negligible in

the global heat transfer assessment as it is for the plate-type

cooling (SAR-2 configuration). As a consequence, the increase of

the process flowrate in SAR-1 channel does not contribute directly

to the increase of the heat transfer capacity. This emphasizes the

difference between SAR-1 and SAR-2 geometries, especially when

the Reynolds number increases above Re = 200.

Above Re = 150, the slope of the SAR-3 curve diminishes and

heat transfer capacity of SAR-2 configuration becomes higher. For

such Reynolds number, advection may become the most dominant

phenomena (over diffusion) and the flow is mainly governed by

secondary and Dean vortices. Heat transfer then depends on the

number of 90$ bends per unit of developed length which is higher

in the SAR-2 pattern than in the SAR-3 one (respectively 173 bends/

m vs 118 bends/m).

Fig. 10 illustrates the effect of fluid viscosity. The heat transfer

capacity is plotted as a function of the Reynolds number for a more

viscous fluid (Pr ) 200).

It is consistent with results displayed in Fig. 9 below Re = 150.

For low Reynolds number, advection is no more the dominant flow

mechanism and a balance is made between advection and

diffusion. As a consequence, the number of SAR patterns/Ldev
influences the heat transfer capacity.

3.2.3. Comparison with the 2D corrugated geometry

Fig. 11 compares the heat transfer capacity of each HEX reactor

(both SAR geometries and 2D corrugated one) as a function of the

energy dissipation rate e (W m"3). This parameter represents the

required pumping power and is defined as:

e ¼
Fp:DP

r:V
ð6Þ

Above 1000 W m"3, the heat transfer capacity of the 2D

corrugated channel is clearly higher than the one of the SAR

geometries. It corresponds to Reynolds number around 100. As

observed in Fig. 9, the flow is governed by advection and Dean

vortices allow the intensification of heat transfer while generating

moderate friction losses.

Below 1000 W m"3, heat transfer capacities are similar in

function of the energy dissipation rate whatever the flow pattern.

This is an interesting result considering both mixing and heat

transfer capacity. Indeed, Ghanem el al. [23] showed that the SAR

geometries promote mixing when compared to 2D corrugated

geometry and Fig. 11 shows that heat transfer in SAR patterns can

compete with corrugated channel performances. We can conclude

that they are good candidate for chemical synthesis implementa-

tion with viscous fluids.

The Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of Prandtl number on the

thermal and hydraulic performances of the structured flows. The

exchanged thermal power to the pumping power ratio is plotted. It

is function of the geometry, the Prandtl number and the Reynolds

number.

Fig. 9. Heat transfer capacity vs Reynolds number (glycerol 70% weight " Pr ) 40).



Fig. 12 shows that whatever the geometry and the fluid, the

Pth/e ratio decreases when the Reynolds number increases. This

means that the heat transfer intensification regarding energy

saving is more significant at lower flow regime. When SAR and

corrugated geometries are compared, two behaviours are observed

depending on the Prandtl number. For low Prandtl number (water),

the power ratio is higher in the corrugated channel than in the SAR

patterns (x2) whereas for high Prandtl numbers (glycerol 70%w.)

power ratios are similar. In our case, the increase in Prandtl number

favours the diffusion effect vs advection. As a consequence,

advection which appears as the predominant phenomenon and

seems to govern the water flow (low Prandtl number) favours the

power ratio in the 2D corrugated geometry compared with the SAR

ones. When the viscosity increases, the balance between advection

and diffusion effects is shifted and the SAR mechanism seems to

become interesting over advection. SAR-3 pattern shows a lower

power ratio than other geometries. This is consistent with results

displayed in Figs. 7 and 9, the higher heat transfer capacity (see

Fig. 9) does not compensate the higher pressure drop (see Fig. 7).

4. Implementation of a case study " exothermal reaction

4.1. The oxidation reaction

Based on the promising results of the thermal characterization,

an exothermic reaction is implemented in the SAR-1 HEX reactor.

This is the oxidation of sodium thiosulfate Na2S2O3 by hydrogen

peroxide H2O2:

2 Na2S2O3 + 4 H2O2! Na2S3O6 + Na2SO4 + 4 H2O

This reaction occurs in homogeneous liquid phase, is irrevers-

ible, fast and its reaction heat is DHr = "586.2 kJ mol"1. Since it is

temperature sensitive, i.e. the conversion rate depends on the

Fig. 10. Heat transfer capacity vs Reynolds number (glycerol 90% weight " Pr ) 200).

Fig. 11. Heat transfer capacity vs. energy dissipation rate (glycerol " 70% weight).

           



operating temperature, this reaction is an ideal candidate for case

study [4,24–28].

4.2. Experimental set-up

The implemented experimental set-up and procedure are

similar to the ones described by Theron et al. [6]. The oxidation

reaction involves two aqueous solutions of sodium thiosulfate and

hydrogen peroxide as reactants. To avoid too high temperatures

inside the reactor in case of an adiabatic rise the two solutions are

both prepared in order to reach 9% in mass of each reactant in

water. Two operating temperatures, controlled by the utility

stream temperature, are tested: 40 and 50 $C. For these experi-

ments the reactor is thermally insulated thanks to a polystyrene

jacket.

The operating conditions are listed in Table 3.

The conversion rate x in the reactor is deduced from the reactor

thermal balance between the process and utility inlets and outlets

at steady state. The conversion is thus calculated as follows:

x ¼
Ploss þ Fp:Cpp

: Tp;out " Tp;in
! "

þ Fu:Cpu
: Tu;out " Tu;in
! "

Preaction
ð11Þ

where

Fp and Fu are the mass flowrate in respectively the process and

the utility channels

Preaction is the total heat of reaction:

Preaction ¼ _ni:DHr ð12Þ

where _ni is the initial molar flowrate of the limiting reactant

(Na2S2O3).

Ploss is the heat loss. It is measured from preliminary unreactive

tests. Both the process and the utility lines are fed with water at the

temperatures and flowrates targeted for the reaction tests. The

heat losses are assessed when steady state is reached.

4.3. Results and discussion

The measured conversion rates are given in Table 3 for each

experiment.

As expected the conversion rate increases when increasing

either the residence time in the reactor or the temperature of the

utility stream. It is interesting to note that a utility temperature

below 40 $C almost inhibits the reaction in the HEX reactor. As a

consequence the minimal utility temperature of 40 $C allows the

initiation of the reaction and then the control of the temperature

rise due to the reaction exothermicity.

The Fig. 13 shows the conversion profile versus time obtained

from the Grau et al. [29] kinetic law and the experimental data for

both the 2D corrugated HEX reactor (see [6], T = 42.9 $C) and the

SAR-1 one (T = 47.5 $C).

At fixed utility inlet temperature the different flowrates

experimentally tested enable to compare the conversion to the

kinetic data reported in the literature at different stages of the

reaction.

The experimental data displayed in Fig. 13 are obtained with a

utility temperature equal to 40 $C. The equilibrium temperature at

the process outlet is higher in the SAR-1 HEX reactor (47.5 $C) than

in the corrugated one (42.9 $C). This is consistent with the heat

transfer characterisation (see Fig. 10) which showed that for

inviscid fluid heat transfer capacity of the corrugated geometry is

higher.

The Fig. 13 shows that for both conversion rates of 88 and 94%

the kinetic model results fit well with the experimental data since

the discrepancy is lower than 6%. A higher discrepancy (15%) is

Fig. 12. Thermal exchanged power to pumping power ratio vs Reynolds number (glycerol 70% weight " Pr ) 40 and water " Pr ) 7).

Table 3

Operating conditions of the oxidation tests.

No. exp. Process side Utility side Conversion rate (%)

FH2O2 (kg h"1) FNa2S2O3 (kg h"1) Reynolds number Residence time (s) Tutility ($C)

1 1.7 3.4 472 20 40 94

2 2.4 4.8 667 14 40 88

3 3.4 6.8 944 10 40 59

4 2.4 4.8 667 13 50 99

           



obtained at the low residence time. The profile of conversion vs

time obtained from Grau et al. data [29] assumes a constant

temperature. However in the SAR HEX reactor, when the residence

time decreases, i.e. when the flowrate increases, the temperature

profile along the SAR channel is less uniform than for longer

residence times. Almost 0.5 m, i.e. a quarter of the process channel

developed length, is required to heat the reactant up to the desired

temperature (40 $C). In this part of the channel, the temperature is

thus too low to initiate the reaction. As a consequence the effective

residence time during which reactants are converted is shorter

than the theoretical one reported in Fig. 13 (Fp/V = 10 s). This

explains why the discrepancy between the conversion predicted

from Grau et al. kinetics [29] and the measured one may increase

when the flowrate increases.

However, the results obtained in this study show reasonable

agreement with Grau et al. [29] kinetic parameters which have

been obtained from batch experiments, especially for long

residence time, ie low flowrates (Re = 573 and 802). As a

consequence it confirms that the mixing time is not a limiting

parameter for such a fast reaction. Moreover, since heat transfer

capacity in the SAR HEX reactor is high enough, the reaction can be

implemented at higher temperature to accelerate the rate of

reaction without safety issues.

5. Discussion/Conclusion

Thermal and hydraulic behaviour of a structured chaotic flow

has been characterized in heat exchanger/reactors with channel

designs based on Split-And-Recombine patterns. The principle is

based on the Baker’s transformation and chaotic structures are

generated to promote heat and mass transfer intensification.

Intensive mixing performances of such geometry have been

demonstrated in previous studies [13,23] and this work investi-

gated the energy efficiency of a heat exchanger/reactor integrating

these SAR patterns.

Three stainless steel mock-ups "assembled by diffusion

bonding- have been experimentally characterized. Two different

flow patterns according to the number of SAR structures are

available. For one of these geometries, two cooling systems have

been investigated, external cooling Plates "isothermal wall- and

integrated cooling tubes. For each mock-up, the 3 mm square

cross-section channels are around 3.5 m long.

The SAR based reactors have been compared with a 2D

corrugated geometry. The number of fluid splitting and recombi-

nation per unit of developed length is a design parameter

promoting heat transfer but also generating higher friction losses.

It results in similar performances considering the energy dissipa-

tion rate. Likewise, similar heat transfer capacities are measured

between SAR-1 and SAR-2 geometries regardless of the cooling

system. The integrated cooling tubes system which is more

complex to implement than the sandwiched plates seems not

necessary.

According to the flow regime a balance between advection and

diffusion exists. The former becomes predominant for high

Reynolds number or low Prandtl number. Turbulent-like structures

(like Dean vortices) appear and govern the transfer mechanisms. In

these flow conditions, the design parameter seems to be the

number of 90$ bends/m and the corrugated geometry is much

more performant. But when the fluid viscosity increases, the Split-

And-Recombine mechanism seems to promote the chaotic nature

of the flow and contributes with advection to the heat transfer

intensification.

Considering the intensification of mixing in SAR geometries

compared with corrugated one, maintaining high heat transfer at a

similar level than the corrugated geometry is an interesting result

regarding applications in chemical industry handling viscous fluids

(food industry, bulk chemistry, polymers, . . . ). Implementing

more viscous fluids could possibly help to completely dissociate

the influence of advection versus diffusion.

A case study with the continuous oxidation of sodium

thiosulfate with hydrogen peroxide has been studied. Conversions

have been measured according to the cooling fluid temperature

and the residence time. Conversions up to 99% have been reached

with residence time around 13 s and confirmed that mixing time is

not a limiting parameter for such a fast reaction. However this

reaction involves inviscid fluids (viscosity close to water) and

advection governs probably the flow. It could be interesting to

complete these results with an exothermic reaction with viscous

media.

Finally, SAR patterns could be candidate for scale-up procedure.

When increasing the hydraulic diameter a balance between the

increase of the Dean number (coupled to an increase of the losses)

and the uniformity of the multi-laminated fluid stream should be

the key issue.
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